THE WORLD’S #1 MEDICAL MASSAGE CHAIR®
THE POWER OF AMERICAN ENGINEERING®

Luraco iRobotics 7 PLUS

Luraco Legend PLUS L-Track

Luraco Soly

LURACO HEALTH & BEAUTY, LLC
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING USA PRODUCTS & AMERICAN WORKERS
Luraco Technologies is a high-tech Corporation that is dedicated to providing research, advanced technologies and innovative products to the military, industrial, residential and commercial sectors since 2005. Luraco has filed for 46 U.S. and International Patents (29 patents granted, and 17 patents pending)

Luraco is the ONLY AMERICAN-BASED MANUFACTURER of high-quality medical massage chairs. All Luraco massage chairs are UL Listed and FDA Registered with consumer safety as a top priority.

Luraco's top of the line iRobotics 7 PLUS (i7 PLUS), is proud to be recognized by high-tech industry experts. It was awarded 2019 “MARK OF EXCELLENCE” at The International Consumer Electronics Show (CES), “BEST of CES” in Health & Fitness 2017 and “BEST OF SHOW” by Residential Systems (CEDIA Tech Show, 2016). The Luraco i7 PLUS is the only massage chair in the industry that has systematically proved to provide health benefits and pain relief by an independent professional research institute.

THE POWER OF AMERICAN ENGINEERING™

1-800-483-9930  WWW.LURACOCHAIR.COM

Luraco Health & Beauty, LLC
1140 107th Street,
Arlington, TX 76011-U.S.A

- Reduce stress
- Enhance deep sleep
- Increase flexibility
- Reduce blood pressure
- Live healthier

Benefits of a Massage

Reduce stress
Enhance deep sleep
Increase flexibility
Reduce blood pressure
Live healthier
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THE WORLD’S #1 MEDICAL MASSAGE CHAIR®
THE QUIETEST CHAIR ON THE MARKET

Picture Yourself In Total Relaxation

LURACO IROBOTICS 7 PLUS
7th Generation

MADE IN U.S.A
(main US and global components)
WHAT CELEBRITIES SAY ABOUT LURACO MASSAGE CHAIRS

Jerome Williams, NBA Legend
“I’m 6’9”. I have a few aches and pains, but I’m in luck, because I have a Luraco i7, The World’s #1 Medical Massage Chair”

Mike Bryan, Pro Tennis Player & Olympic Gold Medalist
“This is my secret weapon against the competition”

Ken Duke, Pro Golfer & PGA Traveler's Championship Winner
“Yes, it costs a little more, but I promise you, it’s worth an investment. It’s the only massage chair made in the United States, and I love to support products made in the United States”

Shanda Sawyer, Hollywood Choreographer & Director
“I’m REALLY REALLY happy with my chair, Luraco is a GREAT company”

Thanh Tuyen, Singer
“I have tried so many chairs. Luraco i7 is the best”
**LURACO iROBOTICS 7 PLUS**

*For The Most Demanding User!*

**Remote Patent #10,092,480**

**WARRANTY**

1 year commercial warranty
5 years parts
3 years in-home service
1 year commercial warranty

**Chair Size**
- Upright: 48”x38”x60”
- Reclined: 47”x38”x81”

**Chair Weight**
265 Pounds

**User Size**
Up to 6’7” tall
and up to 300 pounds

**Warranty**
- Extended Warranty
  - +2 years for in-house service

**Blood Pressure Monitor** (optional)
Patent #10,092,480
Easy to use Touch Screen Remote

Swivel seat and body twisting

Two section calf massage

Dual air bag foot massage & stretching

Double sole foot rollers

LURACO iROBOTICS 7 PLUS Patent #D772,593

Full neck and trapezoid massage points

Accurate body shape detection and most advanced 3D technology

Multipoint therapeutic massage
- Reduce stress
- Enhance deep sleep
- Increase flexibility
- Reduce blood pressure
- Live healthier

**LURACO iROBOTICS 7 PLUS**

**MANUAL MODES**

**SETTINGS**

**ADJUSTMENTS**

**THE POWER OF AMERICAN ENGINEERING!**

- The ONLY Massage chair that carries an FDA registration and is UL listed (UL is world’s top safety certification)
- Up to five user personal memories (the chair remembers exactly what each user likes)
- Nine pre-set massage programs and limitless combinations for personal use.
- 6 Multiple intensity locations (neck, lower back, upper back arms, calves and feet)

- Multiple language chair responses. This chair actually talks to you!
- Noise reduction technologies for better relaxation.
- Full grain REAL LEATHER at all touchpoints (head, shoulder, arms, and feet). Long lasting, comfortable, and easy to clean.
- Blood pressure and heart rate monitoring (Optional).

**FULL BODY STRETCHING**

**HEAT**

**TRUE ZERO GRAVITY**
LURACO LEGEND PLUS L-TRACK

A SMALLER VERSION OF TOP-SELLING i7 PLUS WITH L-TRACK MASSAGE

Escape From Reality and Be Stress Free!
LURACO LEGEND PLUS L-TRACK KEY FEATURES:

- Latest L-Track and 3D Robotics Technology.
  (Massage rollers can go from user's head to glutes)
- Longest massage track on the market, a full 58”
- Easy to use touch screen remote
- 9 automatic preset programs
- Premiere double foot rollers and air calf massagers
- Up to 5 personal user memory settings, so the whole family can enjoy
- 5 levels of intensity controls, user can adjust for their needs
- Intelligent sensor technology for accurate automatic body shape and neck detection
- Superior shoulder, neck, lower back and glute massage techniques
- Very quiet operation with noise reduction technology patents
- Full body stretching
- Body heat (lower back and feet) with 5 intensity levels
- Zero gravity (neutral body posture position) which has been proven to heighten the state of relaxation and well-being
- User height recommendations of up to 6’5” and weight up to 250 pounds
- Limitless customizable individual body part massage profiles
- Intelligent self-diagnostics
- 5 year limited warranty

Available in three colors:

![Image of available colors]

MOST ADVANCED 3D L-TRACK
(Massage Roller can go from user's Head to Glutes)
LURACO SOFY MASSAGE CHAIR
Smart Furniture for a Smart Home

• IDEAL FOR THE THEATER ROOM OR ANY ROOM IN THE HOUSE
• PROPRIETARY INTELLIGENT ROBOTIC MASSAGE TECHNIQUES
• COMMERCIAL GRADE LEATHER
• INNOVATIVE AND HEAVY DUTY ROBOTIC MECHANISMS
• ADJUSTABLE INTENSITY LEVELS
• RECLINER AND LEG REST ANGLE ADJUSTMENTS
• UL LISTED AND FDA REGISTERED

Don’t just sit and watch a movie... Let your body enjoy it too!
WHERE LURACO MASSAGE CHAIRS ARE BEING USED

US Military Bases
Cisco Employee Relaxation Areas
Dr. Kelly Tran
Chiropractic Offices
Fitness Clubs
University Stress Relief Centers
Relaxation Clubs
Shopping Malls & Waiting Areas

and thousands of homes around the world.